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COMPUTATIOl,AL PARAMETRIC STUDY OF SCROLL COMPRESSOR 




SYRACUSE, NEW YORK 
ABSTRACT 
JEFF NIETER 
UNITED TECHNOLOGIES RESEARCH CENTER 
UNITED TECHNOLOGIES 
EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT 
The present article briefly discusses the basic theory of 
the scroll 
compressor concept from a design point of view. The effect of d
ifferent physical 
parameters on energy losses, design limitations, and manufacturin
g issues will be 
den10nstrated. Each category is examined using realistic physical 
terms to indicate 
in detail the contribution and significance of each parameter. 
By means of using 
real physical parameters, a simple and easily understood optimiz
ation approach is 
demonstrated as a guide tool towards scroll compressor design. 
INTRODUCTION 
After the oil embargo of the 1970's, more attention has been paid
 towards the 
concept of energy conservation. For HVAC applications, the majority of the energy 
consumption occurs within the compressor. This puts !<mphasis 
on the requirement 
for high efficiency compressors, 1<hich are of primary importance
 for HVAC applica-
tions within the American market. OverSeas, in particular
 within European and 
Japanese markets, the need for low noise/vjbration is more predominant than the 
efficiency. An altern<tte compression mechanism 1<hich potenti
ally offers these 
advantages for both markets is the scroll compressor. 
The scroll concept was invented by a rrench engineer in the early 
1900's [1]*. 
Prior to the 1970's, for lack of numerical control (NC) machines, no attempt was
 
made to develop the concept. Since then, an e:x:tensive amoun
t of work has been 
conducted, nevertheless, the concept still has not been fully deve
loped and applied 
to employ all its potential. 
From a technical point of view, previou:s investigator
s [2~6] have. solely 
demon5trated the effect of certain parameters on overall lum
ped efficiency, but no 
detailed design opti.rnizat:ion procedure has been present
ed. T.t is the. purpose of 
the present study to l0ok at the concept from the viewpoint o
f energy losses, 
manufacturJ~g, and design limitations by means of using real
istic parameters. This 
should provide a simply understood design approach to evalua
te the effect of 
relevant parameters for optimum de.sign of the scroll compresso
r. 
P~lNCIPLE OF SCROLL COMPRESSOR 
Basic structure 
The basic strur:ture of the scroll compressor~ as shown in Figure 
l) consists 
of five major components: fixed scroll, orbiting scroll, antj -rotation coupling, 
crankshaft, and crankcase. The two scrolls are generally define
d by involut"s of 
circles and assembled with a 180° phase difference. The fixed s
croll is attached 
to the crankcase while the moving scroll orbits by means of a s
imple crankshaft. 
The anti-rotation coupling permits the moving scroll only to orbi
t and prevencs any 
rotation. 





ANTI -ROT A TI ON COUPLING 
ORBITING SCROLL 
Figure l. Dasic Structure of the Scroll Compressor 
FIXED 
SCROLL 
Figure 2 shol's the principle of scroll operation. The suction gas is brought 1.n simultaneously at twa locations from the periphery of the scrolls. Thereafter, 
the two symmetric cn.scent shaped pockets are moved towards the center, with a 
resulting reduct;i on in pockets volume. At the. center, the pair of pre~surized pockets are merged together and discharged through a single port. Generally, it 
takes 2-3 shaft rotations to bring the fluid from the suction to discharge stage. 
FIXED 
SCROLL 
Figure 2. Principle of Scroll Compressor Operation 
Governing Equations 
The basic geometric variables which determine scroll profile are radius of generating circle (Rg)' involute starting angle (A
5), and involute thickness angle 
(At); these are sho'WIJ in Figure 3. From profile geometry, the pitch is defined as 
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p ~ 2 TT R 
g 
the wrap thickness is 




~ (P-2t) /2 







l'ig\lre 3. Basic Geometry of 
Scroll Profile 
where H is the wrap height and Aw is the final involute wrap 
angle corresponding to 
the first sealing point which contains the outer pair of cre
scent shaped pockets at 
the end of the suction stage. 




The design built-in volume reduction ratio is obtained by div
idillg V 
9 
by V d: 
(6) 
PARAMETRIC STUDY 
For a scroll compressor, the scienc@ or art of optimum par
ameter selection is 
more complicated than for reciprocating compressors. In
 the latter case, pumping 
geometry is selected based Oil an optimum bore/stroke ratio fo
r a given displacement 
volume:. In the case of the scroll compressor, due. 
to the larget' number of 
variables, the optimization study become..s more complex
. In order to generate a 
scroll pumping geometry, it is required to satisfy equations 
(l) through (6). From 
a design point of view, the number. of unknowns are
 more than the. governing 
equations. Thus, 1.t is very irrtportant to recogni2'e the 
influence of each parameter 
to tailor the concept according to specific needs. 
In the present study, by knowing the capacity, volume. 
reduction ratio, and 
wrap thickness, a range of wrap height and starting angles a
re used to generate the 
data. The output data is plotted versus height for differe
nt starting angles and 
categorized based under the three distinct areas of 
man\lfacturing, design 
limitations, and energy losses. The flow chart indicated in
 Figure 4 provides the 
approach taken to define the scroll geometry, and therea
fter, to evaluate the 
parameters for the study and selection of an optim\lm scroll 
geometry. 
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Figure 4. Optimization Flow Chart 
Capacity 
The capacity is chosen and considered as an input. The relation between the capacity and displacement volume is, 
V
9 
~ Capacity/60 P 
9 
N ~ v~H 
where Ps is the: suction gas density, N is the speed, nv is volumetric e:ffic:ie.ncy, 
and f1 H is the enthalpy increase during evaporation. 
and f1 fl are determined by the operating condition 
T = l30°F, Return gas superheat sat.cond. 
It should be noted that P 
(eg. for ASRE/T, Tsat.evap. = 
50°F). Based on experimental 
data, the volumetric efficiency for the scroll type compressor family is generally greater than 90%, depending on the leakage and suction gas condition (c.f. 75% tor reciprocating compressors). 
Volume. reduction ratio 
Similar to a screw compressor, the scroll compressor is also a fixed compression ratio machine. Matching the proper volume. ratio compressor to the application is important when optimizing fo,- efficiency. In the present study, the volume ratio corresponding to the ASRE/T operating condition is used. 
Wrap thickness 
The magnitude of thickness, t, plays an important role on the following: 
(a) rigidity of the scroll element structure during machining. (b) sustaining gas forces and thermal distortion. (c) minimizing the tip leakage. 
Depending on the manufacturing process, the effect of H/t must be considered rather than thickness t by itself. One has to compromise between the machining conditions and the magnitude of H/t to avoid any undesirable warpage and surface finishes. The beginning and end of the wrap, where there is no side support, are the most critical regions in the manufacturing and machining process. 
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In terms of gas forces, the middle of the wrap length
 is exposed to the 
highest pressure differential during operation at design 
conditions, as well as the 
central portion when the rnachjne is running at off~design conditions. 
The central 
portion of the wrap is also the weakest due to lack of sid
e support. 
Finally, the magnitude of t has a direct effect on th
e tip leakage. The 
dependency of thickness on tip leakage can be reduced by 
decreasing tip clearances 
or employment of a tip seal. 
Height and starting angle 
As ~·ill be demonstrated, the main reason for selecting the: 
two variables, 
height and starting angle, as dependent variables are as 
follows: 
Most major parameters, except discharge velocity, axe not very sensitiv
e to 
the magnitude of starting angle within its practical rang
e. 
Most parameters are a strong function of the height.
 This provides a 
simple way of demonstrating the data solely as ~ function of h
eight only. 
In addition, the height is a real physical dimensi
on which eases 
understanding of the data from a design point of view. 
OUTPUT PARANETERS 
Having the five input parameters of capacity~ volume red
uction ratio~ thick-
ness, height, and starting angle, a computer simulat
ion program is used for 
parameter evaluation. The computer simulation structu
re is divided into three 
sections: 
(A) Geometry: This section generates the scroll geometry and evaluates par
ameters 
such as minimum required shell diameter, discharge po
rt area, cutting tool 
parameters, e-tc. A graphics display of scroll ge.ometry
 is also provided. 
(B) Thermofluid: In this section, volumes and thus pocket pr
essures are 
calcule.t~?d assuming a polytropic compression process. 
Real refrigerant gas 
properties are used and the gas flow through all ports a
re assumed steady and 
isentropic. Both flank and tip leakages are modeled assu
ming one-dimensional 
Fanno flow within the clearance space at the tips and 
flanks of the scroll 
wrap. A Farmo flow model is nece.ssary to describe th
ese leakages because 
frictional efhcts are significant due to the extreme
ly narrow clearances 
relative to leakage path length. The flank leakage path
 length model has been 
discusse.d in more c;l~tail in Re.fe.renc.e. [7]. 
(C) Kinematic: By means of scroll compressor geometry, predicted pr
essures, and 
component masses the resultant force magnitudes and momen
ts about the orbiting 
scroll axes are calculated. Bearing forces and p
hase angles on the 
crankshaft, as well as the forces on the anti-ro
tation coupling, are 
subsequently evaluated. Knowing the forces of inte
raction and sliding 
velocity on each moving component, the pressure-ve
locity (PV) and friction 
losses arc. evaluated. Further, the minimum oil film th
ickness is evaluated 
for each journal bearing. 
Shell diamet~r - The outeide configuration of the com
pressor is a major 
contributing factor for liVAC unit ,l~sign and marketlng of com
pressors. Ideally, 
the int~nt is to provide the smal.lest overall pumping asRernbl
y diameter and height. 
A major factor ,ffecting shell diarn~ter is the diameter of rhe motor emp
loyed for 
that specific capacity. 
From the georn~try section of the simulation program, the mi
nimum required 
pumping assembly diameter is calcul~ted (Dpump). The data is norma
lized by 
divlding the calculated diameter by the motor diameter (Dmotor) as $ho
wn in Figure 
5. From FiguTe 5, the recommended range of operation 
cor't"espnnds to the areas 
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where D ( D is equal or below l.O. Thj;; d~tt• i" relatively lnqe11sithe to pump motor 
starting angle (below 2% variation). 
'"' 
'- A As 0 .u 









Figure S. Effect of Scroll Geometry on Non-Dimensional Overall Diameter 
Wrap length - One parameter which is of s1 gnificance from a menufacturing point of view, is the overall scroll wrap length. The wrap length determines the 
manufacturing time required for machining each scroll wrap, which is one of the 
dominating cost factors. In general, for a. givan capacity, the w"t"ap length 
decreases as the height incren5e$. This effect is most significant at the smaller heights. In addition, the wrap length decreases by decreasing the starting angle. 
Cutting tool parameter - The major manufacturing design issue influencing the 
optimum scroll paramet'er selection is the cutting tool dim~n8ion. Ideally, one 
requires a large diameter cutting tool and short flute length to avoid cutting tool deflection. For this purpose, H/(P-t) is used to demonstrate the variation of 
cutting tool height-to-diameter ratio (H/D)tool as a function of the wrap height as 
shown in Figure 6. A rigid cutter (smaller deflection) corresponds to a smaller 
(H/D)tool" The effect of starting angle is less than 5% on this parameter. The 
maximum allowable. ct,rtting tool parameter (N/D)ma.x is determined experimentally for 
a given material, cutter, and cutting operation~ 
WRAP HEIGHT 
Figure 6. Effect of Scroll Geometry on Cutting Tocl Parameter 
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A comparison of Figures 
(H/D) tool ( (H/D)max respectively, 
and 
defines the 
for (D shell I Dmotor) -{ 1. 0 and 
boundaries for the wrap height 
geometry selection. The next step is to make certain the design limitation 
parameters are not exceeded for this range while choosing an optimum g~ometry for 
efficiency. 
Design limitations 
Discharge velocity - The size of discharge port is the major factor control-
ling the size of the central pocket and thus, the starting angle. The goal is to 
maximize the port area within the central oval shaped pocket formed between the 
orbiting and fixed scroll wraps just before the start of the discharge process. 
This requires a compromise between the discharge port area and manufacturing of a 
non-circular hole. Having the port area. for a scroll geometry, the discharge gas 
Mach number, ~ is calculated as shown in Figure 7. Figure 7 indicates that for 
higher 
height 
starting angles, the discharge 
variation. The. ma:xinlum limiting 
gas parameter becomes insensitive to the 
~ (eg. M ~ 0.3) should be evaluated 


















Figure 7. Effect of Scroll Geometl:'y on Discharge Gas Mach Number 
Bearing PV - Another "'aj or design limiting parameter is the PV on the thrust 
su-rfaces, anti-rotation pad sliding surface.s, and journal bE!.arings. The maximum 
cooling load condition experienced by the compressor should be used for this 
computation. 
In general, the PV parameter on the. axial thrust surfaces and coupling pads 
decreases with lncr .. asing height, whereas on the! journal bearings PV increases. 
The effect of starting angle is insignifi,cant (less than 5%). By increasing the 
height, the radial and tangential gas forces on the scroll wrap increases, 
resulting in higher journal bearing forces. In contrast, by increasing the height, 
the orbiting ~croll base area exposed to high pressure gas ie reduced. This occurs 
while th" thrust sliding velocity also reduces (smaller orbiting radius). A 
combination of the two produces a smaller PV on the thrust surface. The limiting 
c:ase. for each sliding surface is dependent on tna.terial comb:ination, surface. 
condition, velocity and lubricants. 
Energy Losses 
Leakages - In general, gas leakages between scroll pockets are from high 
pressure to intermediate pre~sure and from intermediate pressure to low pressure 
levels. Figure 8 shows the tip and flank leakage losses for two different 
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Figure 8. Effect of Flank and Tip Clearances on Non-Dimensional 
Leakage Loss Parameter. 
For n given clearance, the effect of tip leakage loss is significantly higher than the flank leakage. This is due to the difference in J eakage path lengths, both along and through the clearances. The leakage path length along the clearance for tip leakage is related to the wrap length and in thP. case of flank leakage is in direct proportion with wrap height. In general, the former path length is longer than the latter, which results in a higher tip leakage than flank leakage loss ~long Lhe clearance~. 
The leakage path length through the clearances corresponds to the wrap thickness for tip leakage loss, while: in the case of flank leakage, it corresponds tCJ the clearances created by the two mating t-~t"ap :surfaces. The two mating curvatures have similar "t"adii which acts as a longer restrictor for flank leakage than the tip leakage. This results in higher tip leakage than the flank leakage lcH>S through the clearances. 
Overall, the results indicata that more emphasis must be mad~ on reducing tip leakage loss, in particular, for the C'Onfigu:ration of low wrap he:ight. Having selected the clearances bet~een the scroll ~rap~, the total leakage loss determines the optimum scroll wrap height. 
Friction - The frictional J osse~ have been calc-uJ a ted by knowing the normal forces of interaction, the friction coefficients, and relativ~ velocity between sliding surfaces. 
The same tr.,nd as for bearing PV is also achieved for frictional losses. T.he c.oupling pad losses are at l!!:ast an order of rnagnitude 5rnalle.r than thrust and journal b<>aring losses. lly increasing the wrap height, the thrust frietjonal losses reduce while the journal bearing losses increase. For final ~rap height optimization, accurate values of th~ friction coefficient for thrust and journal bearing ~urfaces are required. 
CONCLUSION 
F~ving reviewed the ha~ic theory of the scroll c-ompressor, the two I'lOst lrnportant geometry par2rreters 1<ere identified as the height and starting angle. The significance of the &tarting angle was found to be small, except in the discharge velocity. The height was considered as a realbti.c physical geometry parameter which strongly controJs the compressor optimi?ation. This combination of weak a.nd strong parameters simplifjed the optimization :;tudy. 
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